The emotional make-up of this colony was especially wholesome ?laughter and singing seemed spontaneous, with a normal tendency to chastise and "kid."
Environmental Factors
The girls in this group are placed in the institution by civil authorities-throughout the state, and their placement generally means a two-year program there. They are neither kept nor accepted after twenty-one years of age. The cottage plan is used and the atmosphere of the entire plant savors less of institutional life than is generally the case. Undoubtedly the "wheels go round," but one never sees them. To the casual observer, these girls apparently have unlimited freedom, but actually, their whole program revolves itself around an elaborate system of merits and demerits. With the possible exception of the cottage where the newest arrivals live, the examiner was always impressed by the absence of almost everything which savored of group disciplinary life usually apparent in institutions. Individualism was allowed even in dress, with no semblance of regulation uniform.
At the time this group was tested, school was not in session; consequently the grade proficiency was listed as given by the girl prior to her placement. Most 
